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THE GREATEST BATTLE IN THE WORLD

Following is the text of Colonel Britton’s weekly talk in the B.B.C.

European service to the people of the occupied countries:-

This is Colonel Britton.

Within six weeks from now there will open what may prove to be the

greatest battle in the history of the world.

The Nazis are surrounded. They are now getting dangerously low in

manpower, in morale, in stocks of oil and in feed.

Hitler is bracing the German people - and himself - for one more gigantic

effort, for one great offensive, to restore all that is lost.

A great effort is needed. The Germans must find more strength than they

had when they attacked Britain. When they turned on this island the Royal

Air Force was too strong. Nazi hearts failed and they turned east.

And they must find more strength than they found when they attacked

Russia. Here the great German Army failed - the invincible German Army

failed. It was held By the Red Army and then thrust back. Scores of

thousands of Germans were killed; German generals were dismissed and

Hitler himself took command. And the Russians still drove the Germans back.

To win this new battle the Germans must make the greatest effort they’ve

ever made. They need more men, more machines, more courage, more skill and

more staying power than they’ve ever needed in their history.

It’s their last chance. If this onslaught fails they will never find

the strength again.

To face this attack we too need all the men, the machines, the courage,

the skill and the staying power that we possess. We need them, and the

Russians need them and you, the "V" army Behind the German lines, need them.

I’m certain that if we all brace ourselves for this shock we shall

defeat the enemy.

The Nazi attack is likely, as I said, within the next six weeks. It

may be delayed but I den’t think for long, because the longer it is delayed

the less chance of success it will have.

But wee too, shall attack. And the Russians will attack. And you in

Europe will attack. But you must not be impatient. All these attacks

will not necessarily occur at the same moment, and you will be given due warning.

While you wait for the signal for more offensive action, I want you to

think about one of theNazi's most vulnerable points - their lines of communication.

Think about them and think what you could do when the moment comes.

Think about the railway lines and the roads. See where you might put

some stones on the line or in the points, or put wires across the road. See

which telegraph wires or signal wires could easily be cut.

The time has not come for that yet on a big scale but be ready for it

and decide what you will do. But in the meantime there is still much to do.

Many of you may not realise how much your smaller actions help in this war

against the Nazis.

Every minute, you waste in your work, every piece of work you do badly so that

it has to be done again, helps to bring Germany nearer defeat this summer.

If a train is delayed, if waggons are sent to the wrong destinations, or if

they are derailed, if the power supply of a factory for the Germans is cut off, it

my decide whether the Nazis are beaten this year, or whether it will take another

winter.

These things my turn the scale. If they happen frequently enough they will.

If we all of us use every ounce of our strength the end of this nightmare will not

be far off.
Good luck to you.
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